
serious about sound

A revolution in ready-to-go high fidelity earplugs.

Pacato from ACS represents a leap forward in ready-to-go hearing protection 
for anyone that’s exposed to excssive noise. Featuring the same design features 
that have made the ACS PRO series so successful the Pacato now brings a flat 
response and the most natural sounding filter to a universal eartip that you 
can use right away. Available in varying sizes, the Pacato plug is comfortable, 
completely discreet and offers the most natural sound of any generic fit 
earplug in its class. With Pacato you can hear what you need to hear with all 
the clarity that you’re used to and easily converse and communicate without 
putting your hearing at risk.

Pacato from ACS brings a whole new level of fidelity and comfort to ready-to-go earplugs. 

The Pacato is one of the most discreet universal-fit plugs available with a flush fitting filter that enables the plug to 
sit comfortably in the ear with no protrusion making them ideal for use under headwear or in any situation where 
discretion for the wearer is desired.

Offering an average of 19dB protection the Pacato is suitable for use in most amplified music or other loud noise 
environments keeping your hearing safe from damaging exposure to excessive noise but ensuring that you stay 
involved in the performance. Using Pacato earplugs you can enjoy your music at a level that suits you without losing 
the fidelity of the sound as you might with foam earplugs, in addition, the Pacato keeps all the atmosphere allowing 
you hear what going on around you and communicate clearly with others so you don’t have to feel isoalted from the 
music, the atmosphere or the people to keep your hearing safe from harm.

Trying to create a natural sounding earplug is no mean feat as far as your own voice is concerned because, as you 
will have experienced, when you block off your ear canal your own voice starts to boom inside your head, this is 
what we call occlusion. Occlusion is caused by sound that is carried to your ear canal through the cartilage at the 
side of your head and usually escapes through the open ear canal so is not heard. When we block off the canal this 
sound cannot escape and so creates that booming effect. A large amount of occlusion can be eliminated by ensuring 
that the earplug sits deep enough into the ear canal to extend past the cartilage so that the sound hits the plug and is 
deadened rather than entering the canal at all but the Pacato filters go one step further. The Pacato is vented to allow 
sound to pass both ways which means that remaining sound can escape directly through the filter providing one of 
the most natural sounding earplugs available.

The Pacato also offers resilience to moisture and wax build up. Being sheilded from external moisture with the 
hard outer shell means that the fabric filter membrane is protected from the elements so your earplug will keep on 
performing in adverse conditions but, in addition, the filters and plugs can be cleaned to keep them performing for 
years to come.

The Pataco plugs from ACS offer a perfect cost-effective solution to protect your hearing in a variety of environments 
whilst making sure that you get one of the most natural sounding earplugs available. 
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ACS Pacato Universal Fit Hearing Protector

Technical Specification

SNR (Single Number Rating) 19dB

High Spectrum Average Attenuation 19dB

Mid Spectrum Average Attenuation 17dB

Low Spectrum Average Attenuation 14dB

Weight 2g Net | 36g Gross

Build Material Silicone tip with plastic filter enclosure

Mould Type Universal fit

Standard Colour White tip

Included Accessories Instruction Leaflet, Carry Case

Optional Accessories None

Package Dimensions 162mm x 111mm x 25mm

Warranty Period 1 Year against manufacturing and component failure

Attenuation Determined By PZT GmbH, Germany
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Attentuation

Mean Attenuation (M in dB) 15.1 15.4 17.1 19.9 26.9 17.7 29.9

Standard Deviation (S) 3.7 2.5 3.3 2.4 3.0 2.2 5.5

Assumed Protection (APV in dB) 11.4 12.9 13.8 17.5 23.9 15.5 24.4

SNR (dB) 18 L(dB) 14 M(dB) 17 H(dB) 19



ACS Pacato Universal Fit Hearing Protector
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